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Abstract
The war on terror has been an ongoing phenomenon for the past two decades. It has been a great
challenge for the world to be able to neutralize our enemies in diﬀerent aspects of our society.
As we continue to move further into the 21st century we have started to encounter diﬀerent
new possibilities into working together for the best of our children. The problem is that the
unknown enemy is no longer located in a certain state or region. We are continuously facing
so called IT battle grounds or Digital Wars. The Cyber war has changed our lives completely.
It has had a recent dramatic eﬀect in the economies of several diﬀerent countries. It has also
changed the personal political background of certain significant individuals around the globe.
The way we think and believe has taken a diﬀerent turn in our society. It would be very logical
to argue that if we are now able to trust the media or would it be worth choosing whom to
trust. Cyber war has also had a strong impact in the Balkans. An unstable region where for
the past few years has continued to have diﬀerent cyber attacks amongst neighboring enemy
countries.
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